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Choose the best answers to complete these sentences.

1. Tommy ... shopping for groceries 
every Friday morning.

❏ going
❏ goes
❏ is go

2. The new designs … wonderful.

❏ do  
❏ is 
❏ are 

3. Our history class ... at 11 a.m.

❏ starts
❏ start
❏ are start

4. She ... short dresses.

❏ doesn’t like
❏ don’t like
❏ not likes

5. I ... to the cinema alone.

❏ never go
❏ go never
❏ never goes

6. The earth ... around the sun.

❏ is move
❏ moves
❏ does moves

7. The train … at 7:30 a.m.

❏ arrives
❏ does arrives
❏ arrive

8. She … a uniform at school.

❏ not wears
❏ doesn’t wear
❏ isn’t wear

9. I … the dog for a walk every 
morning.

❏ am taking
❏ takes
❏ take

10. My little brother always ... 
about his classmates.

❏ complain 
❏ complains
❏ is complaining
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Choose the best answers to complete these sentences.

11. Elissa … two sisters and no 
brothers.

❏ have 
❏ has
❏ is having

12. They … not happy with the 
results.

❏ are 
❏ is 
❏ do

13. My father … listening to 
classical music.

❏ enjoying
❏ enjoys
❏ enjoy

14. Harry … as a driver at Careem 
ride.

❏ is works
❏ works
❏ work

15. A mother cat … her kittens.

❏ is wash
❏ wash 
❏ washes

16. It … cold in my city.

❏ is always
❏ always is
❏ does always

17. That … like a good idea!

❏ sound
❏ sounds
❏ is sounding

18. She … to the park on Sundays.

❏ often goes
❏ goes often
❏ is often goes

19. You … very pretty today!

❏ looking
❏ are looking
❏ look

20. Mary and Tom … going to the 
seaside on weekends.

❏ like 
❏ likes
❏ are like
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Answer Key

1. goes 2. are 

3. starts 4.doesn’t like

5. never go 6. moves

7. arrives 8. doesn’t wear

9. take 10. complains

11. has 12. are

13. enjoys 14. works

15. washes 16. is always

17. sounds 18. often goes

19. look 20. like 
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